A natural antibody missing a cysteine in VH: consequences for thermodynamic stability and folding.
While the disulfide bridge is highly conserved within the immunoglobulin fold, a few antibody variable domains lack one of the essential cysteine residues. In the levan binding antibody ABPC48 one of the essential cysteine residues (Cys H92) of the heavy chain variable domain is replaced by tyrosine. We expressed scFv fragments with the ABPC48 sequence and a mutant in which the VH disulfide bond has been restored in Escherichia coli, purified both proteins by antigen affinity chromatography and characterized them by equilibrium denaturation. While the ABPC48 protein was found to be significantly less stable than an average scFv molecule, the restored disulfide increased its stability above that of other, unrelated scFv fragments, explaining why it tolerates the disulfide loss. Surprisingly, we observed that under some refolding conditions, the unpaired cysteine residue of functional scFv of ABPC48 is derivatized by glutathione. It is easily accessible to other reagents and thus appears to be solvent-exposed, in contrast to the deeply buried disulfide of ordinary variable domains. This implies a very unusual conformation of stand b containing the unpaired Cys H22, which might be stabilized by interactions with the tyrosine residue in position H92.